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Abstract
Our case illustrates a patient who suffered a pulmonary artery rupture despite previous total
artificial heart implantation and replacement with orthotopic heart transplant. Pulmonary artery
rupture during or following cardiac surgery has been reported to occur due to both pulmonary
artery catheter use and surgical technique. Our case is the first to demonstrate the occurrence of this
complication in the total artificial heart patient population.
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Introduction
Pulmonary artery (PA) rupture is well-recognized and devastating complication that can
occur during or following cardiac surgery. The occurrence of PA rupture in a patient who had an
orthotopic heart transplant and had previously undergone total artificial heart (TAH) implantation
has not been previously reported.

Case Report
A 55-year-old male with history of infective endocarditis, congestive heart failure,
hypertension, chronic kidney disease status post re-operative mitral valve replacement, aortic valve
replacement and tricuspid valve repair complicated by recurrent perivalvular leakage of the mitral
and aortic prostheses, underwent TAH implantation. (SynCardia Systems, Inc, Tucson, AZ). Three
months later he was deemed a candidate for heart and kidney transplantation.
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A suitable donor was identified and he was
admitted to the cardiothoracic ICU with a femoral
pulmonary artery catheter (PAC) after combined
orthotopic heart and kidney transplant and explant
of TAH. An intra-aortic balloon pump was placed in
the operating room to support end-organ perfusion
and was discontinued on POD 2. Continuous venoveno hemodialysis was initiated on POD 3. The tip
of femoral PAC was located at the right main PA
confirmed by daily chest X-ray, and was removed on
POD 4.

in the ICU setting has been increasingly used to aid
diagnosis and management of patients with acute
hemodynamic instability. Wake et al1 published a
retrospective review of post-cardiac surgery patients
who received urgent TEE. They indicated that in
only 41.5% of cases the presumed clinical diagnosis
agreed with the TEE diagnosis. Furthermore, clinical
management was changed as a result of TEE findings
in 58.5% of patients. If the change in management
was a surgical intervention, mortality was significantly
lower than pharmacological therapy.

On POD 5, he was successfully extubated to
nasal cannula in the morning, but refused to take
anything orally. In the evening, a nasogastric tube
was placed and associated with mild coughing during
the maneuver. This was complicated by sudden
onset of increased mediastinal tube output (>1L) and
hemodynamic instability. He was emergently intubated
and aggressive resuscitation maneuvers were initiated.
Transesophageal echocardiogram (TEE) performed
immediately at the bedside confirmed the diagnosis
of cardiac tamponade. He was taken to the operating
room emergently and underwent re-exploration with
cardiopulmonary bypass. The bleeding source was
identified from a 1cm hole at the left main PA distal to
the transplant anastomosis and repaired via pericardial
patch. He was transferred back to the ICU in critical
but stable condition on high doses of pressors and
inotropes.

The pulmonary artery catheter (PAC) has
been widely used as a diagnostic and hemodynamic
monitoring tool since it was first introduced in 1970.
However, several studies have demonstrated that the
PAC does not improve outcome and is prone to various
complications2,3. PA rupture is probably the most
disastrous complication associated with the use of
PAC. The incidence of PA rupture is 0.01-0.47%, but
the mortality rate is 50-75%4. The initial presentation
may be massive pulmonary hemorrhage, subtle cough
with minimal hemoptysis, or may even be totally
asymptomatic. Survivors of an initial episode of
hemoptysis might develop a pulmonary artery false
aneurysm (PAFA) where the tip of PAC was located5,6.
Delayed pulmonary hemorrhage occurs in 30-40% of
cases of a PAFA induced by PA rupture. This recurrence
can be fatal in nearly all cases. Re-bleeding can occur
from 2 weeks to 7 months after the initial event6.
However, PAFA has also been reported to resolve
spontaneously7. Thus, the incidence of PAFA and PA
rupture is probably underestimated since hemoptysis
episodes or radiologic infiltrations associated with
PAC use are not fully investigated5.

On POD 7, he developed acute liver failure
that required maximum doses of multiple inotropes
and pressors. Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation
was placed at the bedside in an attempt to salvage
the situation. On POD 10, care was withdrawn after
multiple discussions of his poor prognosis. His family
members refused autopsy.

Discussion
Our patient developed acute postoperative shock
from massive bleeding following nasogastric tube
placement. The differential diagnosis for the acute onset
of shock included aortic dissection, cardiac tamponade,
hypovolemia, left and/or right ventricular dysfunction,
valvular dysfunction, intra-cardiac thrombus or
vegetation and pulmonary thromboembolism. TEE

The PA rupture in our case was in the left distal
PA despite daily chest X-ray confirmation of the tip of
PAC located at the right PA. The left PA could have
been predisposed to injury from previous PAC use or
adhesions from prior surgeries. The coughing during
nasogastric tube placement increased his intrathoracic
pressure. This was subsequently complicated by PA
rupture and cardiac tamponade. The patient could have
developed left main PAFA induced by previous PAC
placements into left main PA from his two prior cardiac
surgeries. On the other hand, one might argue that the
surgical technique was associated with PA rupture.

Pulmonary Artery Rupture in a Patient Receiving an Orthotopic Heart Transplant after
Total Artificial Heart Explant

Implantation of a TAH removes the native ventricles
and atrioventricular valves but leaves remnants of the
atria, pulmonary artery and aorta for anastomoses.
However, this is unlikely as the perforation site was
beyond the anastomosis area of any of the previous
surgeries.
The TAH has been approved by the Food and
Drug Administration as a bridge to transplantation
since 2004 and for destination therapy since 2012.
With expanded indications for its use, the frequency of
implantation is expected to rise8. Thus, familiarization
with the device and complications that can arise is
important. Complications that have already been
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published include compression of the vena cavae and
pulmonary veins9,10. This is the first report of a PA
rupture following implantation and then explantation
of a TAH.
In conclusion, our case illustrates a patient
who suffered a PA rupture following previous TAH
implantation and replacement with orthotopic heart
transplant. Since PA rupture is a potentially iatrogenic
and fatal complication of PAC, the use of PAC should
be judicious and limited by proper patient selection.
Furthermore, one must remain vigilant to this
complication in the TAH patient population.
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